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Putting Life into your Landscape” Winter  2017 

Chairman’s Report 
 

   

It has been a difficult year in the coppice trade. I found demonstration event attendances and sales poor. People are just not 

spending on their gardens and property. Is it due to Brexit? I don’t think so – I’ve seen it in the past, in the 50’s and 60’s, and 

there were a lot more hurdle-makers then, but it livened up in the following Spring. 

 

Now all the leaves are off, but the sap is still high, I will be cutting a long hazel hedge I have just acquired which was last cut and 
laid in 2007. It is brown hazel, some of it right for making, some quite large, but it will be usable anyway for gads, bean poles, 

pea sticks etc. so I say to hazel cutters ‘Get it cut now, let it rest, see how it works in April or May next year’.  

 

This photo is of me making my first order of hurdles in May 1955. The order was 

for 36 6’x5’ and were made in Springpiece, Ashridge Copse, West Damerham. 

The order was for Cmdr Davids Rural Industries of Edbury Street, West London 

who had an office near Harrods. Cmdr Davids was the first company to advertise 

in glossy magazines in 1946 after the war. He had between 50 & 60 hurdle makers 

on his books, including my father who was making for him from 1946 to 1960. 

Cmdr Davids had a weekend cottage in South Damerham. He came up to Spring-

piece with his wife, two children and two dogs to see us. My hurdles were not 

sold until he came up – he looked at them and said to Dad that he wanted to pay 

less for them. Dad said ‘no – we will sell them elsewhere’, but after he returned to 

his office in London he sent an order for the 36 hurdles to go with Dad’s order, 

and agreed to pay the full price. In those days he would send the cheque with the 

order, plus labels – 2 for each panel. My father and I went to Daggons Road  

railway station to order a wagon for a particular day. It was usually an empty coal 
wagon from Wallis Brothers Coal Merchants of Alderholt. Staff moved the wagon 

along the rails to where we could load the hurdles. Loading was very difficult as 

they had to be lifted over the top of a high bar in the opening. We loaded 30 6’x6’ 

hurdles laid flat with one stood at the end to stop them going over the edge. 

Other hurdle-makers hurdles were sometimes loaded with ours and the only means of identification was the labels tied on. From 

the early 60’s hurdles were also transported from Daggons Road (Alderholt) station, by Scammel lorry, to Wimborne Goods Yard 

to be sorted and then sent countrywide. Hurdles often went missing and we had to make replacements. 

Those were the days! 

That’s all for this year. 

 

Peter Lane 

Chairman 

 

Subscriptions 
 
As subscriptions for HCCG were due in October, if you have not yet paid, this will be the last Teller you will get until you renew. 

We think this is fair to those that have paid. 

 

Please could you make sure that your entries on the web-page are up to date, and if not, contact Toni. If people want to find  

someone to do a job, they come back to us if they can’t find you because your phone number or e-mail address, and if we can’t 

contact you either, we have to suggest someone else, so you may lose a sale. Also, if you no longer do a product, or don't provide 

a service any more, it helps if we know this so we can pass the work to those that can do it.  
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Weald and Downland Museum Autumn Countryside Show 

 
Several members of HCCG took part in the Autumn Countryside Show, both as demonstrators and stall holders, or in one of the 

competitions, as well as a good number from SSCG and the odd one from Dorset.  

 

On Saturday the weather was miserable, being breezy, cool and damp with occasional drizzle.  

Several visitors were muffled up in coats, hats and gloves, although being outdoor types we were 

satisfied with just keeping our sweatshirts on.  Not unnaturally there was less interest in what we 

were doing and fewer people buying our wares.  

 

The besom making competition took place however, and in spite of Mark Allery being afraid it  

wasn’t going to be worth holding, in the end there were 5 competitors, which was reasonable. One 

was a complete novice, and one had hardly made any besoms, but they were game enough to give it a 

go. The results were; 

 

1st  Mark Allery 

2nd Alan Waters 

3rd John Westcott 

4th  Claudine 
5th Pete Rippengal 

 

Prize money and rosettes were donated by the Weald and Downland Museum and allotted according 

to a formula devised by Mark Allery, who also organised the competitors, but was not the judge.  

 

Sunday the weather was a lot better and far more people turned out to see the sights and support the hurdle and spar making  

competitions. HCCG was well represented in both, with the hurdle making being judged by Dave Lister of HCCG aided and  

abetted by Peter Jameson.  

 

The Spar making, sponsored by the Association of Master Thatchers attracted 8 competitors The results were;  

 

Rod Miller 66 

Dave Lister 58 

Ern Steel 56 

Simon Dench 53 

Andy Raffle 43 

Jason Morley 35 

Tom McConnell Apprentice 31 
Peter Jameson 31 

 

The hurdle making was sponsored by the Weald and Downland  

Museum, and all the hurdles were of high quality. No points were 

given but only positions.  

 

Ern Steel  1st 

Simon Watson 2nd 

Darren Hammerton 3rd 

Michael Bennett 4th 

Rod Millar  5th 

 

Dave Lister, who judged the competition told me “Very close  

between Ern Steel and Simon Watson for first and second place but 

Ern just pipped Simon on final points. Close again between Darren 

Hammerton and Mike Bennett for 3rd and 4th places but Darren  

produced a better shaped hurdle  and was awarded 3rd place. Runner 
up this year was Rod Miller. Hats off to Mike for a tremendous show 

of skill for a newcomer.” 

 

Congratulations to the winners and thanks to all those who took part. It shows people that the ’old ways’ of doing things are alive 

and well and that we are still looking after the countryside most people take for granted.   
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National Hedgelaying Championship-Stourhead 

 
As we had been told about the National Championship, and as it was within travelling distance, although not close, we thought 

we would pay a visit.  

 

The site was National Trust owned, although looked as if it was run as ordinary farmland, and was on the top of a rather windy 

hill. It did have the advantage of being dry underfoot, and having a lot of fairly good quality hedge round the edges. Dorset  

Coppice Group members had several tents with various demonstrations and stalls, so it was nice to catch up with them. The 

NCFed banners and display boards were also very prominent, so well done DCC for advertising the coppice industry which is 

closely tied in with hedgelaying.  

 

There were various styles of hedges being laid, some of which I had never come across, being very much South of England 

based, and rarely having  

travelled to these ‘foreign parts Up North’. There was a lovely bonsai display 

of several of the different styles as seen in the picture. The one in the  

foreground is Southern and the one on left is Midland. 

 

We walked all round the field looking at the competitors working. Some 

were doing very well, but others were struggling. I was particularly sorry for 
a woman who was using only hand tools who had drawn a section with a lot 

of large stems in it. As it was almost all hawthorn hedge, it was really  

difficult, and after the competition finished she only managed to finish off 

with some extra help, and weight to bend the stems, from a couple of others.  

 

The South of England and Midland were of course at the far corner of the field, so quite a long walk. Again, one or two  

competitors had some rather horrible bits of hedge, but there were some excellent sections layed, some with quite large stems. 

There was one man I felt for as towards the end of his section he had a large old thorn with three stems coming out just about  the 

level of the top of the hedge. Pictures of the two styles below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As is to be expected, the Dorset style was close to the main tents. 

They did find a small bank for the Dorset and Devon styles, which 

worked out rather well, as both look a bit like a pile of brush if on a 

flat field.  

 

It was rather unfortunate that the Postie wanted to get along the road 

in the foreground during the competition, as there were people and 

brash all over it at the time. I think she gave up, so either the farm at 

the end of the road didn’t get post that day, or she tried later.  

 
Towards the end of our time there we had a cuppa and were talking 

to a man from Derbyshire who had come down for the competition. 

He had won his style four years running and this year entered the 

Midland class to give others a chance. Had quite an interesting chat 

about sheep with him as well. Amazing what you come across when 

you visit these shows! 

 

  

South of England Midland 

Dorset 
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Members Meeting 4th November 

 
It might not have been the best night to choose, but we had our own bonfire in the form of a film about the Fleckenstein earth 

burn. One problem was that the commentary had a choice of French or German. After a vote where 2 voted for French and 1 for 

German, everyone else abstaining, we heard it in French. Luckily it wasn’t too necessary to have a commentary, as most of it was 

quite self explanatory, but there was a bit of history that I was able to understand pretty well from my small knowledge of French, 

as at that point it went to sub-titles (in French of course), aided to some extent by picking up the odd German word from the little 

I know. Notable was a lack of Health and Safety at certain points, but it certainly brought home to us that their ‘earth burn’ with 

real earth on the stack rather than our hay, made a far more substantial cover, when filling in a hole to check progress was firmed 

down again by jumping on the covering.  

 

We had another film about rake making in Kent, showing work by a man known to a few of our older members, as he used to 

bring his rakes as far as Hampshire for sale at shows.  

 

Adam Hurren had supplied a good buffet for us, augmented by offerings 

from other members of the Committee. We were offered cake, but there 

were also pizza slices, sausage rolls and biscuits. Apart from a slight panic 

when Adam and Matt couldn’t find the kitchen (eventually located behind a 

door marked Medical Supplies), the refreshments were excellent. In  
addition to all of that, Peter Jameson had taken note that it was John  

Westcott’s birthday and had brought along a rather nice chocolate cake with 

a couple of appropriate number candles to put on top.  

 

The evening finished with more films and a bit of chat. It was nice to see 

some joint members from Surrey and Sussex as well as some of our  

members from the western side of the county.  

 

Overall a very good evening, and you missed an interesting meeting if you didn’t or couldn’t join us. Thanks so Adam for  

arranging the venue and most of the refreshments, and all others who participated.  

 

 

 

 

 

Romsey Show-an Unusual View 

 
On Saturday 9th September I attended Romsey Show having been recruited to David’s Heavy Horse Timber Team.  

 

The main arena display consisted of felling a mock tree with a two man cross cut saw and  axe, the Heavy Horse Team snigging 

the sawn log out, loading as one of three bundled together the saw logs onto a timber carriage. Then the pit saw crew proceeded 

to saw a plank whilst the horses pulled out a fence post using a frame. The commentary indicated the going rate for pit sawing 

was 10 planks of  a 10’ log per day. One 10’ log left my shoulders knowing I have done some work.  

 

 An unusual view of the showground from the portable pit saw pit but after sawing the idea of purchasing a ticket and sitting in 

the grandstand would appear a sensible action. On the technicalities of pit sawing, top dog is over-rated in my opinion. Yes, you 

avoid the sawdust, but you have to lift the saw; the underdog has gravity  

assistance.  

 

Considering the finer points of pit sawing. If anybody reading this has direct  

experience of pitsawing or even spoken knowledge within living memory, David 

would be very interested in tapping into that knowledge. Please contact c/o Peter 
Jameson.  

 

HCCG member Dave Dibden was on site making Gipsy Hazel Flowers but after 

the pit sawing, Peter’s hand was not steady enough to take a photo.  

 

Peter Jameson.  

 

 View from above ground saw pit.  
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A View from the Non-thinking end of the Tape Measure. 

 
I congratulate the Editor on the write up of the Weald and Downland hurdle and spar competitions. It was nice to see some 

younger competitors in the spar competition.  

 

The hurdle competition was closely grouped and a close call. Next year hopefully it will happen all over again or almost the 

same, Rod Miller promising to organise further in advance and so that Plan C on the hoof does not have to re-run.  

 

P. S. Jameson.   

Burley Cider Festival 

 
Not a HCCG event, but for some reason a fair few HCCG members on site; Dave and Mrs. Dibden, Paul Brockman, Peter Lane 

(Sunday), Jackie Broomfield, Jo McClure, Rod Poynting and myself.   

 

I was the ball boy on Chris Albrey’s coconut shy and there are not many that call me boy these days.  

 

It was an interesting sensation standing by 20 tonnes of apples and inhaling the aroma combined with the smell of steam, so an 

aromatic feast too for most of us to round off the show season. 

 

Trade wise I would concur with Chris’s Editorial last issue and Peter Lane’s Chairmans Report this one; takings not bad but not 

as good as last year. The coconut shy was entirely for charity.  

 

The day was good for  hurdle making, spar making, bush craft, spoons etc., traditional leathercraft including treen accoutrements 

and a good time was had by all.  

The National Coppice Federation Meeting; a Personal Reflection 

 
I look forward to reading Toni Brannon’s write up of the event. Numbers are increasing year on year but not as high as they 

should be. I think it suffers from also being an AGM and potential participants in the weekend are afraid they will get their arm 

twisted.  

 

The Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust wood visit ; it was interesting to see some black poplars and a massive tree originally planted 

for the Gloucestershire match industry before it relocated to Lithuania for cheaper manufacturing costs. Interesting to look at 

these massive trees which then used to be processed to 3mm x 3mm x 

40mm lengths of lumber.  

 

The housing need debate was interesting and as well as those who 

wanted to live in the woods the need to live within reach of a cluster of 

woods was identified to keep coppice in cycle. A remark by Alan  

Waters about spars now fetching better money as imports affected by 
the value of the exchange rate led to Alan and myself holding a rapidly 

put together spar workshop on the Sunday, similar to what we did as 

HCCG at Butser Ancient Farm. It was well attended; about 15, and we 

had 3/4 of the delegates (see photographs on Dorset Coppice Group 

website and below). It shows that skills we take for granted in  

Hampshire are considered rare north of Reading.  

 

Looking forward to next year in spite of the fact we will have to run it.  

 

Peter Jameson.  

 

Pictures from NCFed website.  

http://ncfed.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/AW-demoing-sparmaking.jpg
http://ncfed.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/PJ-crop.jpg
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Management Committee 

 

Peter Lane, Member 01425 654413 (Chairman) 
Toni Brannon, Assoc 02392 580988 (Secretary and 

Membership) 
Steve Reed, Assoc (Treasurer) 
John Westcott, Member 02392 596720 (Vice Chairman) 
Christine Westcott, Member 02392 596720 
(The Teller co-editor) 
Peter Jameson, Member 07729 437553  
Phil Clayton  Member 

Kester Westcott  Member 
Adam Hurren Member 
Trevor Kill Member 

 

The European Charcoal Association President Karl Josef Visits the UK 

 
Karl Josef recently came to the UK when his wife’s choir sang at Romsey Abbey 

and whilst here he took to engineer a meeting with the UK Mr Charcoal HCCG 

member Alan Walters.  Visiting Alan’s kiln site, workshop and then enjoying a 

tour of the Weald and Downland Museum. The young charcoal burner was the 

driver and there’s not many who call me young these days! 
 

Much discussion on charcoal and related coppice products took place.   

Nationally the country is heading towards Brexit but we are doing our small bit 

to continue charcoal cooperation across the water. 

 

 

 `    

P.S. Jameson (Charcoal Pete) 

 

 

Peter has also kindly provided a couple of extra pictures .   

Karl Josef, Alan Waters and the 400+ burns 

Exeter retort kiln.  

Mr. Jameson playing with the interactive 

saw display at the Weald and Downland 

Museum  

Weald and Downland Museum  

interactive display 


